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A heartwarming dog story like no other: Tuesday, a lovable golden retriever, changes a former
soldier's life forever.A highly decorated captain in the U.S. Army, Luis Montalván never backed
down from a challenge during his two tours of duty in Iraq. After returning home from combat,
however, his physical wounds and crippling post-traumatic stress disorder began to take their
toll. He wondered if he would ever recover.Then Luis met Tuesday, a sensitive golden retriever
trained to assist the disabled. Tuesday had lived among prisoners and at a home for troubled
boys, and he found it difficult to trust in or connect with a human being--until Luis.Until Tuesday
is the story of how two wounded warriors, who had given so much and suffered the
consequences, found salvation in each other. It is a story about war and peace, injury and
recovery, psychological wounds and spiritual restoration. But more than that, it is a story about
the love between a man and dog, and how, together, they healed each other's souls.

From the Back Cover"Wow, what a book! I think I was crying on page 3. The collision of man
and dog, and the unbreakable bond they form, made my heart leap. Everyone should read this
book to better understand not only the ravages of war, but the amazing capacity of the human
spirit to rebound. I dare anyone to read this book and not believe in the power of love to
heal." -- Lee Woodruff, author of In an Instant (with Bob Woodruff) and Perfectly Imperfect "A
deeply moving story of service, sacrifice, and restoration. Years from now when critics
assemble the canon of Iraq War literature, look for Until Tuesday to make everyone's short list.
-- Andrew J. Bacevich, author of Washington Rules: America's Path to Permanent War "This
story of an incredible service dog is both touching and warm. Some of the struggles are painful
to read, because they are so real, but that only makes the triumphs more uplifting. In the
course of these pages, Tuesday truly becomes a hero, as does Luis Montalván. This book feels
like more than a joy; it feels necessary." -- Vicki Myron, #1 NYT bestselling author of
Dewey "Until Tuesday explores the unique bond that can occur between dogs and people that
ennobles both. This book is a moving tribute to the courage and perseverance of a man as well
as the love and the devotion of a remarkable and unforgettable dog." -- Larry Levin, New York
Times bestselling author of Oogy: The Dog Only a Family Could Love "This is a profoundly
honest book filled with vital lessons about loss, friendship, war -- and the loving bonds that can
save us in our lowest moments. We are all lucky that Capt. Montalván and his dog Tuesday
found each other, for in their story we see the possibilities in our own lives." -- Jeffrey Zaslow,
coauthor of The New York Times bestseller, The Last Lecture "Luis and Tuesday are two true
American heroes. This powerful story is a testament to the courage of veterans both on and off
the battlefield. The incredible relationship Luis and Tuesday share is a testament to the power
of friendship and service. Far too many veterans face challenges when the invisible wounds of
war follow us from the frontlines to our lives back home. Luis is a critical voice for our
community, reminding every single veteran that they are not alone. Luis and Tuesday have
been instrumental in helping to erase the stigma of invisible wounds, and luckily this book is
just the beginning of their incredible story." -- Paul Rieckhoff, Founder of Iraq and Afghanistan
Veterans of America (IAVA), Author of Chasing Ghosts "Luis and Tuesday were one of the
original sources of inspiration for my very first piece of legislation. Luis' story of military service,
his struggles with visible and invisible wounds of war, and the dog who helped save his life is
as compelling on the page as when you hear it in person." -- Senator Al Franken --This text



refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLuis Carlos Montalván is a
seventeen-year veteran and former captain in the U.S. Army. Montalván’s writing and personal
tale have been published in numerous publications as well as on many national TV shows. He
earned a master’s degree in journalism from Columbia University, where he is currently
completing another master’s in strategic communications. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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happened upon a tree struck by lightning;the aftermath of a wild and violent thing.A tree split in
half.How do we come upon such things?What happened here?I have seen men and women
split in half.I’ve split people in half.I am split in half.Are two halves really a whole?There are
holes.Deep and lonely holes,split in half.A tree with holes.—LUIS CARLOS
MONTALVÁN,2009PREAMBLETHE FIRST LOOKThe first thing everyone notices is the dog.
Whenever I walk through my neighborhood in upper Manhattan, every eye is drawn to Tuesday.
A few people hesitate, unsure of such a large dog—Tuesday is eighty pounds, huge by New
York City standards—but soon even the cautious ones smile. There is something about the way
Tuesday carries himself that puts everyone at ease. Before they know it, construction workers
on their coffee break are yelling to him and cute young women are asking if they can pet him.
Even the little kids are astonished. “Look at that dog, Mommy,” I hear them say as we pass.
“What a cool dog.”And it’s true. Tuesday is, without exception, the coolest golden retriever I
have ever known. He’s big and well built, but he has a golden’s innate love of life: playful,
bouncy, exuberant. Even when he’s walking, he looks like he’s having fun. Not silly, doggy fun,
though. There isn’t anything loose or sloppy about Tuesday, at least when he’s out on the
street. Sure, he can’t resist a sniff or two where the other dogs have left their mark, but when
he doesn’t have his nose pressed against a fire hydrant he’s as regal as a Westminster show
dog, walking lightly at my side with his head up and his eyes straight ahead. He keeps his tail
up too; this marks his confidence and shows off his luxurious coat, which is more auburn than
the usual golden and seems to shine, even in the shade.That gorgeous coat is no accident.
Tuesday has been bred for generations to impress. He has been trained for temperament and
deportment since he was three days old. Not years, days. He has been groomed every day of
his life for at least fifteen minutes, and twice every day since I adopted him at the age of two.
Each time we return to my apartment, I clean his paws with baby wipes. I clean his ears and
trim his nails at least once a week. I clip the hair from his footpads and around his ears as soon
as I notice them getting long. I even brush his teeth with chicken-flavored toothpaste every
night. One night, I accidentally grabbed Tuesday’s toothpaste, popped a brushful in my mouth,
and almost threw up. It was appalling, like eating mealy apples mixed with sand. But Tuesday
loves it. He loves sitting on my lap while I groom him. He loves having Q-tips dipped down three
inches inside his ears. Whenever he sees his toothbrush, his lips peel back and he shows me
his teeth in anticipation of chicken-flavored sand.But it’s not just his beautiful coat, or his



extraordinarily fresh breath (for a dog), or even his regal bearing that attracts the stares. It’s his
personality. As you can see from the photo on the cover of this book, Tuesday has an
expressive face. He has sensitive, almost sad eyes—I think of them as smart-dog eyes, since
they always seem to be watching you—but they are offset by a big goofy smile. Tuesday is one
of those fortunate animals whose mouth forms a natural upward curve, so that even when he’s
just loping along he looks happy. When he really smiles, his lips push all the way up into his
eyes. Then his tongue drops out. His head goes up. His muscles relax and, pretty soon, his
whole body is wagging, right down to his tail.Then there are his eyebrows, a couple of big furry
knots on the top of his head. Whenever Tuesday is thinking, his eyebrows move in random
order, one up, one down. Every time I say his name, his eyebrows start dancing, up-down,
down-up. They also start galloping when he smells something unusual, hears something in the
distance, or notices someone and wants to figure out their intentions. He never passes anyone
without flashing them a sly look with those deep eyes, his eyebrows bobbing, a big natural
smile on his face and his tail wagging back and forth as if to say, I’m sorry, I see you, I’d love to
play, but I’m working right now. He makes a connection, that’s the best way to say it; he has a
friendly disposition. It’s common for people to pull out their cell phones and take pictures of
him. I am not kidding: Tuesday is that kind of dog.And then, in passing, they notice me, the big
man standing beside the star. I’m Hispanic—Cuban on my father’s side, Puerto Rican on my
mother’s—but I’m what’s known as a “white Latino,” someone light enough to be mistaken for
Caucasian. I’m also six-foot-two, with broad shoulders and a muscular build from decades of
workouts, now regrettably in my past. I’m going a little soft, I must admit, but I’m still
intimidating, for lack of a better word. That’s why they called me Terminator, back in my old job
with the U.S. Army. That’s how I became a captain in that Army, leading a platoon of men in
combat and training Iraqi soldiers, police, and border police at the regimental level. There is
nothing about me, in other words—even the straight, stiff way I carry myself—that seems
disabled. Instead, the first impression I give most people, I’ve been told, is cop.Until they notice
the cane in my left hand, that is, and the way I lean on it every few steps. Then they realize my
stiff walk and straight posture aren’t just pride, but a physical necessity. They don’t see the
other scars: the fractured vertebrae and torn-up knee that gave me this limp, or the traumatic
brain injury that left me with crippling migraines and severe balance problems. Even more
hidden are the psychological wounds: the flashbacks and nightmares, the social anxiety and
agoraphobia, the panic attacks at the sight of something as innocuous as a discarded soda
can, a common IED during my two tours in Iraq. They don’t see the year I spent in an alcoholic
haze, trying to cope with the collapse of my family, my marriage, and my career; the months I
spent trying and failing to step outside my apartment; the betrayal of all the ideals—duty, honor,
respect, brotherhood—I had believed in before the war.And because they can’t see that, they
never quite understand my relationship with Tuesday. No matter how much they admire him,
they can never know what he means to me. Because Tuesday isn’t an ordinary dog. He walks
directly beside me, for instance, or exactly two steps in front, depending on his mood. He
guides me down stairs. He is trained to respond to more than 150 commands and to realize
when my breathing changes or my pulse quickens, so that he can nudge me with his head until
I’ve come out of the memories and back into the present. He is my barrier against crowds, my
distraction from anxiety, and my assistant in everyday tasks. Even his beauty is a form of
protection, because it attracts attention and puts people at ease. That’s why he was bred for
good looks: not for ego, but so that people will notice him and, hopefully, the red vest with the
white medical cross he wears across his back. Because beautiful, happy-go-lucky, favorite-of-
the-neighborhood Tuesday isn’t my pet; he’s my trained-to-help-the-disabled service



dog.Before Tuesday, I caught glimpses of snipers on rooftops. Before Tuesday, I spent more
than an hour in my apartment working up the courage to walk half a block to the liquor store. I
took twenty medicines a day for everything from physical pain to severe agoraphobia, and even
benign social encounters caused crippling migraines. Some days, I could barely bend down
because of the damaged vertebrae in my back. Other days, I limped half a mile in a “gray-out,”
awakening on a street corner with no idea where I was or how I had gotten there. My
equilibrium was so bad because of a traumatic brain injury (TBI) that I often fell, including one
time down a flight of concrete subway stairs.Before Tuesday, I couldn’t work. Before Tuesday, I
couldn’t sleep. I drank whole bottles of rum in one sitting to escape, but still lay in bed unable to
shut my eyes. And every time I did, I saw terrible things: a murderous assailant, a dead child.
After one grueling therapy session I went to a coffee shop, opened my laptop, and saw the face
of a suicide bomber from Sinjar, Iraq. A platoon of Iraqi soldiers partnered with our regiment
had placed their rest tent too close to their vehicle checkpoint, and the bomber had blown
several of them apart. When I arrived, the tent was still smoldering, sirens were blaring, and
body parts were everywhere. I was stepping over a severed arm toward the blown-out frame of
the suicide car when I saw the bomber. Not his body, which was obliterated. Not his head,
which had been decapitated and pulverized. I saw his face, shorn clean by the blast, lying
quietly on the ground in the middle of hell like a children’s mask. The eye sockets were empty,
but the rest was there: eyebrows, nose, lips, even his beard.I buried that face in my mind for
three years, but once it resurfaced in therapy I couldn’t escape it. I saw it on my computer
screen. I saw it on the television in the corner of the coffee shop. I left, but caught glimpses of it
in every window I passed. I hurried to the subway station, pushing myself along with my cane. I
reeled wildly into the first subway car and collapsed beside the door. I was sweating wildly, and
I could smell my stink, that funky mix of adrenaline and fear. I felt badly for the impeccably
dressed black woman beside me, but I couldn’t speak. I couldn’t lift my eyes. I tried not to
move. I closed my eyes, but the suicide bomber’s severed face, so evil and yet so calm, was
imprinted on my eyelids. I sloshed wildly as the train caromed down the track, my head
drumming and my stomach lurching, until finally, as the hydrogen bomb of a migraine
exploded, I hurled myself out of my seat, threw open the emergency door, and, hunched over
in the crevice between two subway cars, vomited onto the track, my life exploding out of me
once again in a thousand little pieces.I didn’t pick myself up, not for real anyway, until Tuesday. I
didn’t start to put the pieces together, and hold them together, until this beautiful golden
retriever, trained for two years to change the life of someone like me, became inseparable from
my side. Tuesday gave me freedom, even from my worst fears, and by doing so he gave me
back my life.So no, Tuesday isn’t my pet. He doesn’t just make me laugh, or fetch my shoes, or
give me someone to play with in the park. He doesn’t teach me metaphorical life lessons. He
doesn’t greet me every time I open the door, because he is never on the other side of the door.
He is with me all the time. Every second. He goes to the store with me. He goes to class with
me. He rides in taxis with me and eats with me in restaurants. When I go to bed at night,
Tuesday tucks me in. When I wake up, he walks to my side. When I go into a public restroom,
Tuesday is there. In the stall. Right beside me.We are bonded, dog and man, in a way able-
bodied people can never understand, because they will never experience anything like it. As
long as Tuesday is alive, he will be with me. Neither of us will ever be alone. We will never be
without companionship. We will never have any privacy, even in our minds, because Tuesday
and I are so in tune with each other after more than two years together that we can read each
other’s body language and know each other’s thoughts.It wasn’t always like that, of course. For
a year, Tuesday and I lived two hours apart, without knowing each other. For a time in 2007, we



were both so damaged the people who knew us doubted we would ever make it out. That’s part
of our story, too: the journey we took to get here, the experiences that created the need.
Because we aren’t just service dog and master; Tuesday and I are also best friends. Kindred
souls. Brothers. Whatever you want to call it. We weren’t made for each other, but we turned
out to be exactly what the other needed.And that’s why I always smile when Tuesday and I sit
on the stoop of my apartment building on West 112th Street, enjoying the warmth of the sun. I
smile because even more than his training, it was Tuesday’s personality that broke my shell
and set me free. He’s a happy dog. He loves life. And when you’re with someone like that every
second of every day, how can you not love life too? Because of him, for the first time in a long
time, I appreciate the simple moments with my dog at my side. And not just because it was so
hard for Tuesday and me to achieve them, but because moments of quiet friendship are what
make life—everyone’s life—so grand.“Hi, Tuesday,” someone will invariably say, snapping me
out of my thoughts, because even though we’ve lived on West 112th Street for less than two
years Tuesday is already famous on the block.When that happens, Tuesday perks up. He bobs
his eyebrows a few times, the lovable rogue, but he doesn’t even peek over his shoulder at me
with a longing look. He’s a service dog. He’s too disciplined to ask for favors or be distracted by
fans. But I can see from the length and speed of his tail wagging that he wants me to give him
the new command, “Go say hi,” the one that allows him to be petted while on duty. More often
than not these days, I give it to him. Because I trust him. Because he knows his responsibilities.
Because he loves his life. Because he loves to make people happy, and that makes me happy.
And because I know Tuesday can rub his head under someone else’s hand without forgetting
that he belongs to me, just as I belong to him.“Can I take a picture? He’s an amazing dog.”You
don’t know the half of it, I think, as I move out of the background so the young woman can
photograph Tuesday alone. You have no idea.PART ITUESDAYCHAPTER 1MOTHERLY
LOVELove and work . . . work and love,that’s all there is.—SIGMUND FREUDTuesday was
born on September 10, 2006, one of four in a litter of beautiful purebred golden retriever pups.
No, it wasn’t a Tuesday. It was a Sunday, so that’s one explanation for his name out the window.
I have a few others I’ve made up over the years. I met him on a Tuesday, the day of the 2008
presidential election. I like the Rolling Stones song “Ruby Tuesday.” The day was named after
the Norse god of war and dedicated to the Hindu god of mischief, and both seemed
appropriate.The truth, though, is that Tuesday’s name is a mystery. He may have been one of
four in his litter, but he was also about the 200th golden retriever born over thirteen years at
East Coast Assistance Dogs (ECAD)*, a nonprofit in upstate New York that trains dogs for the
disabled. The two years and $25,000 of training it would take to turn him into a life-changing
companion were paid for by an anonymous donor, so the donor named him and two of his
littermates, Linus and Blue. I don’t even know who the person was, much less why they chose
Tuesday.“People used to make fun of that name,” an ECAD employee told me once. “Now
everyone loves it.”I can only imagine Tuesday as a puppy, since I didn’t meet him until he was
two, but like everyone else I have seen pictures of newborn golden retrievers, their tiny hairless
bodies pressed against their mother, squirming for milk. They have sleek bodies, just right for
holding in your hand, and adorable faces that droop around the lips, making them sad and
helpless and completely irresistible. Tuesday was more amber-colored than his siblings, and I
imagine him as the goofball of the litter, rolling and nipping at his brothers and sister and then
tottering off on baby legs to collapse in a bundle of happy exhaustion. Tuesday was a family
dog; he loved the constant contact of his siblings. When they lay together in a heap of puppies,
with heads and legs and tails sticking out in all directions, Tuesday was no doubt the one you
noticed, his orange fur peeking out in several spots from the big yellow pile and his dark eyes,



opening for the first time, staring at you with fascination. Even then, I suspect, his tiny brown
come-hither eyes were impossible to resist.But that wasn’t the extent of Tuesday’s early life.
Not really. Tuesday was born to be one of the most highly developed dogs in the world—an
assistance dog for the disabled—and he began his training when he was three days old, long
before his eyes opened, while he was still pushing himself on his belly toward his mother’s milk.
Nursing is the most calming activity of an animal’s life, and thus the best reward. Tiny,
sightless, three-day-old Tuesday felt calm when he nursed. He felt nurtured and safe, and that
was something ECAD needed him to experience with humans. So at three days old, Lu Picard,
the extraordinary founder and lead trainer at ECAD, started tapping his feet as he nursed,
associating human touch and smell with the pleasure of mother’s milk. Tuesday was so young
that his senses weren’t developed. His ears were pinned to his head, his eyes shut. His feet
were his most sensitive area. As a newborn, they were his guide to the world.At fifteen days
old, Tuesday’s eyes opened, small and innocent. I can imagine his face: the baby fuzz on his
snout, his delicate mouth, his inquisitive brown eyes fascinated by colors and shapes. At the
same time, his ears opened and, for the first time, he could sense the world beyond his touch.
When Lu tapped his feet now, she said “pa-pa-pa,” then “smk-smk-smk,” like a kissing noise.
She was imitating the sound of nursing, offering him the one sound he already knew.Now that
he could sense the world, Lu gently held him back from feeding. Tuesday, like his brothers and
sister, whimpered for his milk. It was all he knew; he desired its safety and comfort. But Lu
touched him and said “pa-pa-pa, smk-smk-smk,” until slowly, incrementally, he stopped
struggling and crying. As soon as he was calm, she let him go to his mother. She was teaching
him patience and manners—that self-control was rewarded while pleading and aggression
were not.At five weeks, Tuesday’s formal training began with several hours of leash-walking
exercises and an introduction to simple commands. He was also driven to Green Chimneys
Farm, a service dog training facility where elementary-school-age children in treatment for
emotional and behavior problems—the first of many people Tuesday would help—placed food
in his mouth. There was no biological need. Tuesday was still a bundle of fur, barely able to
see, tottering and tripping instead of walking, wholly dependent on his mother. The food was a
training tool. Puppies start by eating food their mother has regurgitated; the smell of her saliva
tells them the food is safe. It is a fundamental biological trust. Tuesday was learning to trust
human beings as well.He didn’t want the food. At least not at first. None of the puppies ever
did. They were the equivalent of seven-month-old children, and they were being fed by
strangers. So Tuesday closed his mouth. He shook his head. He spat out the food when it was
pushed through his lips. The children petted him, encouraged him, gave him more. He pushed
it away with his tongue, coughed it out, his eyes pinched shut and his mouth hanging open as
his tongue slapped in disgust.Eventually, he started to lick the food. There was no point in
resisting, and besides, he was hungry. The children said “yes, yes, yes,” “good, good, good.”
They had been told to reinforce good behavior, but it was their excitement and joy, more than
their words, that Tuesday responded to. Dogs love making people happy. They are pack
animals; it’s in their DNA. Even newborn puppies, barely coordinated enough to tumble, wag
their tail when they experience positive reinforcement.So Tuesday ate. “Yes, yes, good dog,
good dog.” Tuesday happily ate more. The children praised him again. “Good dog, Tuesday,
good dog.” They were both learning to focus on a task, to have patience and trust. Instead of
acting out for attention, they were discovering that accomplishment was a powerful reward.
Tuesday was also learning one of the primary lessons of his life, that there was a payoff for
following directions: positive affection and love.Back at ECAD, he was moved from his whelping
box, where newborn puppies were cared for, to a larger indoor-outdoor area where he could



totter and roll with his siblings. He was still breast-fed by his mother three times a day, but since
the introduction of food she no longer cleaned his messes. Mother dogs never do, once a
puppy has eaten solid food, so this was another opportunity. Lu added wood shavings to the
larger cage, and Tuesday, already attuned to human desires at six weeks of age, immediately
understood the shavings were for poop and pee. Each day, Lu moved the shavings farther from
his mother so that Tuesday had to walk farther to relieve himself.After a few days, a piece of
wood and a piece of nubby plastic were placed between the puppies and their mother. Instead
of playing innocently in that warm pile, all legs and ears and wagging tails, the puppies now
had to negotiate an obstacle course to reach their milk. The alpha of the litter was always the
first, tottering across the nubs and scrambling up, then collapsing over, the piece of wood.
Once he made it, the others followed. That’s how I know Tuesday was never across first.
There’s nothing alpha about Tuesday, which is one reason he’s a great service dog. In fact,
most alphas flunk out of service dog programs because they are too assertive. Lu’s dogs were
different because, after generations of mating malleable dogs, even her alphas were soft. From
Lu, “soft” was a compliment. It meant her dogs weren’t bullheaded and dominant; they were
amiable and confident, the perfect traits for a service dog.In Tuesday’s litter, Blue was the
alpha. But I always imagine Tuesday second. Not because he was stronger, although he was
always bigger than his siblings. And not because he was assertive, although he is certainly an
inquisitive and opinionated dog. Tuesday’s defining trait, for me, is his desire for affection, his
need to be touched and nurtured. I was once told there are two types of dogs: leaners and
nonleaners. Leaners are always touching you, rubbing against your hip when they walk past,
flopping on your feet when they rest, putting their paws on your lap when you sit down.
Nonleaners stand a few feet away, lie near you but never on top of you. This is not lack of
affection. They are with you, but they want their space.Tuesday is a leaner. In fact, in the grand
hierarchy of leaners, Tuesday might be the king alpha. He craves contact. He needs it like
water or air. From the day we met, he encouraged me to touch him, and he is constantly
brushing against me or bumping me with his head. That’s why I imagine young Tuesday, his
new eyes shut tight with the effort, wriggling his little butt energetically to squeeze under an
obstacle or bouncing once, twice, three times, his tongue hanging out and his front paws
scrambling, before flopping over on his face on the other side of a barrier. He can’t stand to be
alone now; it must have killed him to be separated from his mother as a tiny puppy, even for an
instant. I imagine him nearly sprinting, in the lurching awkward way of very young animals,
across the knobby floor and then whimpering quietly as Lu held him back until finally, finally, his
mind slowed, his scrambling stopped, his breathing calmed, and he waited obediently for his
turn.It was all part of the training. Puppies like Tuesday don’t just have to follow commands;
they need a work ethic. They have to understand how to serve people, and they have to desire
the rewards of that service. Over the next two weeks, Tuesday’s training increased while his
contact with his mother decreased, so by the time he was completely weaned, at about week
eight as is natural for all dogs, he was in training four days a week. By then, his bond with his
mother had been gradually transitioned to the person that walked by his side, giving him
commands and communicating with him through the leash. He received excellent care. He was
groomed twice a day; he was fed the healthiest food. He spent time with his brothers and sister
when he wasn’t working, so he was physically fit and intellectually challenged. But he wasn’t
indulged. He was part of a system, and everything within that system, even the downtime, was
carefully calibrated toward creating the ideal service dog. As Lu Picard described it, in her no-
nonsense suburban New York City accent: “There’s a lot of affection, but there’s no free love.
You work, you get love. You don’t get it for nothing.”Or as she told me on another occasion: “It’s



about the client. . . . I am trying to give my client more independence, more freedom, and more
positive interaction.”Tall and thin, with a wild mop of curly brown hair, Lu doesn’t glamorize
what she does. She can talk about dogs like Volkswagens and Rolls-Royces when she’s
describing her processes, but even her clipped descriptions don’t fool anyone for long. She isn’t
in the dog-training business for the money, and unlike some other people I’ve met in the field,
she isn’t interested in public adulation or hobnobbing with celebrities. She’s in the business for
the clients, and the love of the dogs, and the memory of her father.Lu’s father raised her alone
after her mother died when she was a teenager. He worked hard, sacrificing for his daughter.
He never remarried, but he always planned to travel, maybe move to Florida . . . someday,
someday. When he retired, Lu was ecstatic. He was finally going to live his dream. Two weeks
later, he had major stroke.“I was livid,” Lu told me. “I’m not self-righteous, but I will jump you if
you are kicking someone when he’s down. If there is a person on the ground and you are still
beating him, I’m jumping in the fight, you gotta get off now, you gotta get up, that’s just the way
I am. . . . So when my father had a stroke, I was livid. I was, like, this is wrong. What happened
to your golden years?”Unable to walk or talk without difficulty, her father moved in with Lu and
her husband. Within a few weeks, he fell into a deep depression.“I should have died,” he
muttered over and over again. “I wish I’d just died.”Traditional care wasn’t working, so Lu tried
something different. She trained a dog. At the time, she was turning young dogs into well-
mannered pets for wealthy suburbanites, so she had a veritable kennel in her garage. She built
a mock harness with a solid handle and taught one of her best dogs to stand still—a hold, as
it’s called in the service dog field, although Lu didn’t know that at the time.She intended the
dog to pull her father off the sofa and assist him in walking around the house. Her father was
skeptical—until he tried it. The first day, with the dog’s help, he was able to stand up from the
couch. Within a few days, he was walking to the kitchen. More importantly, he was talking, and
not in his self-pitying patter. He was talking to the dog. It started as simple necessity, a running
conversation of commands and encouragement. But soon it was conversational. The dog gave
him freedom, but he also gave him something Lu hadn’t expected: companionship. He started
calling the dog to his side and talking to him like a friend. They spent whole afternoons
together and, before long, even slept together. As she watched the two of them walk to the
kitchen one evening, smiling and happy, Lu turned to her husband and said, “This is what I
should be doing with my life.”“Then do it,” he replied.A year later, after specialized training at
Green Chimneys Farm, the legendary guide dog training facility in Brewster, New York (the
place where Tuesday was fed as therapy for emotionally wounded children), Lu Picard founded
East Coast Assistance Dogs. Her husband quit his job soon after and joined her. I can’t even
begin to tell you how many lives they have changed since then. A boy severely brain-damaged
in a car accident. An autistic girl unable to bond with any other living thing. A teenager with
cerebral palsy. A soldier with his legs blown off by an IED. I can’t list the names, but I can tell
you the effect on their lives. It is beyond profound: it is among the best and most important
things that will ever happen to them. It is the answer to their prayer: not the “let me win this
football game” prayer, but the one from the bottom of their souls. ECAD has changed the way
they live every day. I know, because that’s what Tuesday has done for me.You don’t create that
dynamic with training alone. It’s not simply a matter of instilling in a dog an understanding of
people and a desire to please. There’s something else vital to the relationship, too: a bond. A
service dog must develop absolute devotion to its owner; it must feel a closeness with that
person beyond ordinary life. In order to create that special bond, ECAD creates a need. In the
first three months, a dog like Tuesday is never trained by the same person two days in a row.
He is taught from three days old to find acceptance and love in humans, but he is never given a



single person to bond with. He is surrounded by love, but he is isolated from the ultimate object
of that affection: a constant companion.That’s a little tough for me to think about. After all, I’ve
been there myself. I came back from two tours of duty in Iraq alienated from those around me. I
cut ties with my family. I lost connection with my fellow soldiers, choosing to live in a fenced
trailer thirty miles away rather than on post. I spent two years in New York City, surrounded by
humanity on every side, and yet I was completely isolated. It didn’t matter if I spoke with a
dozen people, or attended classes at Columbia, or even, as I sometimes did, went to baseball
games or concerts with my fellow veterans. Inside, I was unmoored, unable to connect, and
empty.Lu doesn’t buy my worries. “Dogs aren’t like people,” she explained. “They live in the
moment. Am I happy now? Am I getting what I want right now, in terms of food and shelter and
stimulation? They don’t worry about where their life is going.” They need a bond, biologically, I
mean, but they don’t long for it like I did, because they don’t miss what they have never known.
“I can’t give this dog every single pleasure in life,” Lu explained. “He has to wait until he gets to
the client to realize the grass is actually greener over there.”I know Tuesday was happy at
ECAD. I mean, he goes completely nuts every time we return for a visit. We don’t go often,
because the three-hour round trip via public transportation from my apartment in Manhattan to
the center in Dobbs Ferry, New York, is psychologically draining, but as soon as we enter the
commuter train at Grand Central Terminal, Tuesday knows our destination. I can see it in the
way he holds his body and in the way his tail swings so fiercely it pulls his haunches from side
to side. He does a good job sitting beneath my seat on the train because he knows I need him
to be calm in confined spaces, but as soon as we are in the Dobbs Ferry station he begins to
pull at the leash. Often, I have to stop two or three times on the platform and tell him to heel,
which he does for a moment before springing back to the lead. That’s not like Tuesday. He
knows I need him beside me; he’d never pull me up the stairs. But sometimes, in Dobbs Ferry,
he loses himself. In the shuttle van, he has a habit of continually popping up to look out the
window, his tail slapping the seat, his tongue out, panting with excitement. This time, when we
arrive at ECAD, he leaps over the seat of the van and out the door, a serious breach of
professional duty.But I can’t hold it against him, any more than I can his love of sniffing fire
hydrants and watching squirrels. My apartment is Tuesday’s home, but he has a primal
attraction to this place. If he were a person, I’d say it was where he became a man. Two years
for a dog, after all, is like fourteen years for a human being. His brothers and sisters are long
gone, but Tuesday still finds sanctuary in the big concrete room with yellow training lines on the
floor. He still loves to see the dogs, even if he doesn’t know them. He watches them walking
with their trainers, a twinkle in his eye, as if he were an old sergeant major watching a platoon
of promising recruits. It’s not just the joy of seeing your profession well represented by fine
young men and women. It’s the atmosphere. The cool breeze on a crisp day, the late-afternoon
clouds rimmed by sun, the smell of autumn over the parade grounds, the cadence of boots.
This is the world you know.When I sit down with Lu, Tuesday watches her intently. As we talk,
his eyebrows bob double-time, like dancing caterpillars, processing everything. He has an
eager sense about him, his neck craned forward slightly, his tongue hanging out so that his lips
curl up into his natural smile. Eyebrows up, eyebrows down, head back and forth, looking
between us.When Lu says “my lap,” Tuesday reacts. It’s what he’s been waiting for, and he
bounces his front feet onto her knees, letting his momentum carry him forward so he can lick
her once on the nose.“I forgot that about you, Tuesday,” Lu laughs. “I forgot how loving you
are.”That’s a funny admission, because Lu remembers everything about Tuesday. She has
placed 120 trained dogs; she can talk about them like cars on an assembly line, if that’s what it
takes to explain a concept to you; but these aren’t cars to her. Lu knows the personality and



habits, both good and bad, of every dog she has ever trained. She knows what motivates them,
what bothers them, and the best type of person to pair them with. She’s a dog lover, after all.
That’s why she leash-broke them for suburban housewives; that’s why she’s spent seventeen
years training them for the disabled. That’s why, as soon as Lu gave Tuesday the opportunity,
he bounced onto her lap and gave her his full-tongued love. He doesn’t do that with anyone
else but me. Ever.But Lu Picard? She’s special. I am Tuesday’s partner. I am his best friend and
companion. But Lu . . . she gave him this life. She started him down the path.She’s also the one
who pushed him away. It seemed like a good idea at the time. It seemed like the right way to
support a good cause. But in the end, prison wasn’t the best place for a three-month-old, or at
least a sensitive three-month-old golden retriever like Tuesday.“I would have skipped it,” Lu told
me, laughing while Tuesday tried to maul her with his great pink tongue, “if I knew then what I
know now.”I understand what she means, but given how the story turns out, I’m not sure I
agree.CHAPTER 2PUPPYBEHIND BARSEver has it been that love knows not its own
depthuntil the hour of separation.—KAHLIL GIBRANTuesday wasn’t the first service dog to be
trained by Puppies Behind Bars. Not even close. The program had been around for ten years
when Tuesday joined in 2006. It had its own wing in several New York State prisons, where
prisoners trained in its intensive twelve-week program, then lived and worked with a dog for up
to sixteen months at a time. It had hundreds of graduates—both canine and human—who had
gone on to purposeful lives on the outside.Tuesday was, however, in the first group of ECAD
dogs to be trained by Puppies Behind Bars. The program had recently expanded to providing
service dogs for wounded veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars, and Lu Picard reluctantly
agreed to help the cause. It wasn’t that she was against giving prisoners meaningful work, life
skills, and the kind of loving relationship that can open their hearts and revive their humanity
after decades in the dehumanizing modern American prison system. Those were, of course,
worthy goals. And she wasn’t against helping wounded veterans. Who but the most hardened
soul would be against that?Lu simply used a different training method than the prison program,
and she wasn’t sure the two were compatible. For Lu, the elimination of premature, trainer-
specific bonding was a key ingredient in creating the best client–service dog bond. With
Puppies Behind Bars, a professional instructor was only at the prison for a few hours each
week. The rest of the time, the dogs trained with one specific prisoner and lived in his or her
cell. It was impossible, Lu figured, for longtime prisoners, offered an adoring and affectionate
twelve-week-old puppy, to not fall on their knees and give that dog a hug just for being
there.She was right, of course. I saw that firsthand when I visited a Puppies Behind Bars
program with Tuesday during the second week of our training together at ECAD. I hadn’t
expected to be moved, at least not in my heart, but when I looked around the large concrete
prison room where Tuesday had received some of his training, I felt a surprising kinship with
the men sitting around me. They were mostly shaven bald, and many had neck tattoos, but
they weren’t broken or hard. They were a lot like me and the young soldiers I had known in the
U.S. Army.It’s not that hard to imagine myself in jail, because it’s just one mistake. One night of
drunk driving. A descent into drug addiction. Standing with the wrong person at the wrong time.
A bar fight goes wrong, someone gets killed, and that’s it. It’s over. I mean, I’ve killed people in
my life. I was probably the biggest killer in the room; they just never called it murder. In Iraq, a
rifle went off while being cleaned and killed a twenty-one-year-old specialist in our small
outpost at Al-Waleed. The shooter, a sergeant, isn’t in jail. Nor should he be. Exhaustion was
an official cause, so in my opinion that death is on the generals for having too many objectives
and too few men in the field. And accidents happen. Terrible decisions are made. But there are
no wasted lives. There remains potential. Everybody deserves a second chance.These men



were taking advantage of the opportunity. They were cast-offs who decided to give back to
society, rough men softened by their companionship with dogs. They had helped train Tuesday
and a hundred others like him. How many lives had they changed? How much hope and
happiness had they given to the world? Did it outweigh the damage they had done?Puppies
Behind Bars, which was sponsoring the event, asked each of the wounded veterans to say
something to the prisoners. There were four of us; I went last. By then, it felt intimate. Very
intimate. It was just a small gathering in a concrete block prison room, but it felt like my words
mattered.“You are doing God’s work,” I said simply. “It is incredibly meaningful. From one
brother to another, I am proud of your service. If circumstances were different, I’d take any of
you to be one of my sergeants.”I noticed a few tears when I sat down. I hadn’t expected that,
not from prisoners. Then I felt moisture on my own cheeks. I had expected that even less.
Maybe, I rationalized, it was the presence of the dogs. It is hard to be angry or cold with a
puppy at your feet. During the question-and-answer session after the thank-yous, I even found
myself talking freely with strangers for the first time in years. In fact, we talked so long that most
of the dogs, including Tuesday, eventually fell asleep.“So how do you maintain a young puppy’s
attention,” I asked, “when it’s tired like this?”The men looked at each other. Then a few of them
started to laugh. “Show him, Joe,” someone said.A giant of a man stood up from his chair. He
looked like Curly from the Three Stooges, if Curly had been three feet taller and eighty pounds
heavier and had spent twenty years lifting weights, repressing his anger, and getting tattoos on
his neck.Then he smiled. “We call this jollying,” Joe said.Next thing I knew, Tattooed Curly was
on the floor, rolling and wrestling in front of his puppy while making a nonstop string of noises
that, I swear, included Curly’s classic “nyuk-nyuk-nyuk” and a breakdancing-inspired backspin.
Every dog in the place was immediately at attention, staring at Curly Joe, because the big man
could dance, or at least he could move on the floor continuously for a surprisingly long time.
When Curly Joe finally stopped, every single dog was alert and ready to go.“That’s how we do
it,” one of the inmates said.Jollying. I think of that crazy Curly dance every time I wrestle with
Tuesday. At night, I love to lie in the bed and grab the sides of his face, rustling his fur and
telling him what a good boy he is. Tuesday always gets excited and starts jumping on me,
scrambling for leverage to fight back while I bite his ears like a mother dog and shake his neck,
his sides, even his tail.Jollying. That seems like exactly the right word.But what a change it
must have been for Tuesday. He was three months old when he went to prison, having lived his
whole life in a place where discipline was strict. Where his life had been carefully planned since
he was three days old. Where he was juggled between trainers so that he wouldn’t bond with
any single one of them. Where the love was abundant, but only if you worked for it.In prison, he
was in a place where the strict professional trainer was only present three hours a week.
Where he spent all day with one “raiser” and even slept in his cell. Where he could be jollied
not for doing something right but for being distracted and inattentive. I love Lu, but no one on
staff at ECAD would ever give a dog-in-training spontaneous, unearned love. It would upset the
whole course of their development. And they would never do a Curly dance on the floor to jolly
their dogs. Prison was a completely different world.Tuesday loved it. I can’t imagine that he
didn’t. He’s a very emotionally intelligent dog, or what some people might call needy, and he
loved attention. No matter what Lu says, I think Tuesday felt the loss of a strong bond in his life,
even if he didn’t know what was missing. When he found a person who was always there with
him, he immediately grew attached. By all accounts, he was a good dog, maybe even a great
one. He learned his commands quickly. He always walked by his raiser’s side. He was smart.
He behaved. He was inseparable from his cellmate, but nobody worried much about that. They
were a team; wasn’t that how it was supposed to be?Then, after three months, his cellmate



was transferred to another prison.It must have been a difficult parting. It’s hard to disappoint
Tuesday, especially when he looks at you with those sad intelligent eyes. There must have
been tears shed as his raiser hugged him for the last time. As Tuesday stood at the door of the
cell and watched him go, the poor dog’s heart was breaking. You can see sadness in Tuesday;
it settles all over his body. It’s almost as if he’s collapsing, the pain starting in his eyes and then
moving inward, untying everything. Three months with someone might not seem like a long
time, but a dog’s life is short. Three months to a dog is like two years to a human being.
Tuesday’s experience was like giving a sensitive three-year-old a doting father, then taking that
father away when the child turns five, never to be seen again.He was devastated. I know him;
he took the separation personally. What had he done? Why was he being rejected? I can
almost see him standing at the cell door, staring down the cell block long after his raiser was
gone, so long that his new raiser lost patience and started pulling on his leash, begging him to
move. When he finally did, Tuesday walked away from his old life without complaint. He went
into his new cell. Then he curled up under the man’s bunk, put his head down, and pined.That’s
the moment that makes Tuesday unique. I think of a young golden retriever heartbroken under
a cot, refusing even to eat, and I think: only Tuesday. Only Tuesday would take separation so
hard after just three months. Only Tuesday would feel the loss so profoundly. It was a rare and
unfortunately confluence of events, a perfect storm of unintended consequences. Tuesday had
been conditioned to leap enthusiastically into a human-dog bond. He had been trained through
rewards to believe that all his master’s actions were a response to his behavior. And he was a
deeply, deeply sensitive dog. His moping wasn’t an act. It was genuine pain and loneliness and
regret. Dozens of other dogs went through similar experiences with only minor adjustments.
Only Tuesday spiritually collapsed. Only Tuesday made you want to drop everything and throw
your arms around him and say, Come away with me, boy. I will give you what you need.The
new raiser was high-strung. He wasn’t prepared for this outward display of emotion, and he
quickly grew frustrated with Tuesday’s moping. I imagine him as a whiny Steve Buscemi type,
tugging at the leash and saying, “C’mon, Tuesday, c’mon,” then throwing up his hands and
saying, “It’s not my fault, man. Not my fault. It’s the dog, man.”That wasn’t going to work.
Tuesday, more so than other dogs, sizes people up. He studies them, and he understands. He
responds, as I have come to learn, to people he respects. As the begging from his new raiser
turned to excuses, then complaining, I can imagine Tuesday sighing and wondering how he
had fallen so far in the world. He went through his training, because that’s what he was
conditioned to do. But the moment it was over, he went back under the cot and didn’t move. For
almost a week, he lived with his head down and his spirit flagging, missing his
friend.Eventually, an inmate named Tom intervened. Tom was the oldest prisoner in the group,
having served more than thirty years of a twenty-five-to-life sentence for second-degree
murder. As a young man, he had read almost every book in the prison library. He had lifted
weights and worked mess hall jobs and earned several college degrees. But when his first
parole passed, he stopped trying so hard to improve himself and started to accept his fate. By
the time Puppies Behind Bars came along, he was spending most of his time in his cell or
watching television.“In the prison system, you shut down your feelings,” he said. “You gotta do
that to survive, because it’s hard. But the dogs brought me back, you know, to the human
side.”By the time Tuesday came along, Tom had trained six dogs, all Labrador retrievers, and
every single one of them had graduated to additional training. They were all out there in the
world, making it a better place. This was rare. Lu Picard and East Coast Assistance Dogs had
an 80 percent success rate, but many service dog training facilities graduate less than half their
dogs. That’s not a negative statement on them; it’s just a reflection of the difficulty of the



training. Service dogs must be elite in every aspect of their lives. So Tom was, understandably,
proud of his perfect 6-0 record. There wasn’t anyone else in his facility with that kind of record.
In the closed prison world, success was his social currency, the reason other prisoners looked
up to him and listened to him and, perhaps best of all, left him alone.The other prisoners
couldn’t believe it when he offered to take Tuesday. “What do you want to risk your record for
on that crazy dog?” they teased him. “That dog’s no good.” Tuesday was a washout. A bum. A
broken-down six-month-old. None of the prisoners thought he was going to make it except
Tom. And even he wasn’t sure.“It was more about timing than anything,” he admitted. Tom’s
previous Labrador retriever had recently graduated to become an explosives-detection dog for
Homeland Security, and he hated being without a dog.The dogs brought it all back to, you
know, to the human side.Tom didn’t cajole Tuesday. He didn’t leash him. Instead, he climbed
under Steve Buscemi’s bunk and lay down beside him. Tuesday was about fifty pounds at the
time, not the eighty he is today, so there was just enough room. Tom touched his paws and
occasionally petted him behind the ears, but mostly he lay quietly, not saying a word. When he
got up three hours later, Tuesday got up too and followed him back to their new home. He put
his front paws on Tom’s bunk, accepted a pat on the head and a “that’s a good boy,” then lay
down in the kennel in the corner of the cell.From then on, Tuesday was always at Tom’s side.
He leaned on him as they walked together, and he sat with his head drooped on Tom’s lap in
the television room. At night, he nuzzled Tom as he got into his bunk, then curled in the kennel
to sleep. In the courtyard, when he was supposed to be training, he jumped on the bench and
scrunched as close as he could to Tom’s side. Nobody, not even Tom, had ever seen anything
like it. Tuesday has such sad eyes, especially when he’s wounded, that at seven months old he
probably looked like exactly what he was: a lost kid. When I think of him then, I see a perfect
picture of longing, of innocence at the moment it discovers there is pain in the world.
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Jack Mion, “Excellent story of man and dog. This is an incredible book that is actually three
stories rolled into one. Luis Montalvan is retired from the US Army as a captain, after serving
two tours of duty in Iraq. He left the Army seriously broken, both physically and mentally most
critically significantly suffering from debilitating PTSD.One story describes the vivid details of
war and is somewhat difficult to read as it spares no effort to hide the ugliness of the violence.
But this part of the book is necessary to fully understand the other two stories ans the severity
if his conditions.The second story as I read it, describes the social indifference and outright
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hostility that is shown towards disabled vets. This neglect and indifference stretches from the
VA system and extends to blatant discrimination in the public domain.Finally, there is Tuesday,
a golden retriever trained as a service dog expressly trained to become the lifeline, the ray of
hope for a wounded and broken soldier. I'm partial to golden retrievers and for me, it was so
clear to understand how this incredible animal was able to be the rescue line for Captain
Montalvan. The relationship they developed is so so real, I can relate to it but in a far different
way.This is a true boy and his dog story that is a must read. It is as special as it is serious.”

odanny, “I Never Understood PTSD Before This Book. This book brought into an acute focus
the debilitating effects of PTSD. One can argue the root causes, whether it is guilt of ones
involvement in a war they no longer believed in, or even never did, or the trauma of the effects
of war on other human beings, or perhaps these and other reasons as well. But the fact is that
many thousands have been exposed to horrors we likely will never understand. However,
thanks to Until Tuesday, I can much better understand what PTSD is, and how it effects the
human condition. This is one of many legacies Captain Montalvan will leave behind. I also
much better understand how service animals are trained and the invaluable service they can
provide. Captain Montalvan rebounded well enough from his PTSD to earn a Masters Degree
in journalism from Columbia University, and he put his education to work with this book and
numerous articles in major newspapers and websites. I certainly wish this book had a happy
ending, but the reality is there is often no happy ending to the effects of war. It kills, it maims,
and it cripples those who survive it. R.I.P. Captain Montalvan.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A book every single adult in the US needs to read!. This awesome book
opened my eyes to a very real situation of a vet's experiences. I was married to a Vietnam vet
many years ago, and I witnessed his nightmares etc. Getting help at the VA involved hours of
waiting and only addressed physical, not mental issues. Recently, I have been increasingly
concerned about the treatment our vets receive at the hands of the VA. However, those
reports are impersonal and distant reports about distant people. Until Tuesday make one
man's story intimate and personal, and each of us needs to know what coming back from this
sort of war is really like. I hope that, like me, many more people will read it and ask, what can I
do?Shortly after I read this book, my son, who served 3 tours in Kuwait and Afghanistan and
was scheduled to go back, took his own life. It was so hard, especially since he seemed so
happy, with a woman who loved him and a baby on the way. He planned to retire from the
army in 4 years and move back to where he could be close to us. I found the insights I gained
in Until Tuesday to be helpful and comforting.This is an important book for every citizen to
read. It has become THE book I give or lend to everyone. I hope it will raise the questions of
just what the personal cost is of sending our young people to war, and how we are willing to
support them when they return. And for the younger audience, I recommend Tuesday Tucks
Me In, a warm and beautiful book that introduces a special way service dogs can help humans.”

Mark B. Trexler, “The love and respect Tuesday and Luis had for each other. Luis really
demonstrated the much effort he put forward to write this book. He not only showed that
Tuesday's devotion to him made his life better and also helped others that have PTSD from
their times at war. I don't envy anyone that has PTSD. I myself had two tours in Vietnam.
There was no such thing as PTSD back then. I can only imagine that many veterans from
Vietnam have PTSD and hopefully today they are receiving the support they need. In the book
Luis constantly wrote about his time in Iraq which lead me to believe that he was having the



most difficult time with his physical pain and mental pain as well.. The book was well worth
reading and I would recommend it to anyone so they can feel the love between Luis and
Tuesday.”

Sillynana, “A Great Story Of Two Friends helping Each Other Find Their New Normal. "Until
Tuesday" was a great read! I bought it thinking it was all about a dog. It is a story of "Tuesday"
but even better, its a story about one of our wounded vets & what it's like for them when they
try to return to "normal" life. It talks about their physical wounds as well as their emotional &
psychological wounds. It give a clearer picture as to what these men face when overnight they
are thrust from a war zone to "normal" living & are expected to adapt overnight. They go thru &
see such horrors in the war zone, & those horrors are imbedded in their mind & heart...they
don't disappear just because these men set their feet on American soil again. A lot of these
men are scared for life. One thing for sure, the man who comes back from war is not the same
one who went to war, & probable never will be again. Tuesday was a great help to to Luis, &
helped him learn to function in ways he never could before he met Tuesday. I think the
government should provide one of these specially trained therapy dogs to each & every vet
when he returns home from war. We owe them at least that much to show our gratitude.”

John Vincent, “A victim of the Afghanistan war. Well what can I say about these fantastic and
realistic book, written by a man who were in the action in the war in Afghanistan, high on the
rang, he lead his men to be polite to the citicens, but also to be alert, the enemies is allways
there.Luis carlos Montalvan, a soldier fought for his contry like so many others US soldiers, but
what he thought to be, a freindly visit to the same village him and his men had visit so many
times, litle did he know that this visit would turn badly out for him, and was to follow him till the
present day.He was stapped in his back, in the tent, he had visited so many times, but he
hadent noticed the man behind him, so home he went, with a traumatic experience, and
therefore always had a knife on him, who could he trust, he had to fight for his life, Psycedelic,
he was wounded, he could not go down stairs, not beeing around much people, walked the
night, stayed in his apartment for months.he was one of many, and in a new repport from CRS,
Congressional Research Service came today it stated that:in the two wars that USA have been
in Afghanistan and Irak, the soldiers have paid the price: In all 6.640 soldiers have lost there
lifes. More than 50.450 soldiers were wounded. about 1/4 Million soldiers have got traumatics
damage either to there psykic, or head damage, that can be a lot of things, but Luis was one of
these. 1.715 soldiers have had lost a leg or a arm or other bodyparts removed.Now life went on
till the day he found out he neded a service dog, And here come Tuesday a Golden Retriever,
that also had some bad experience with people, but after some long periods and training those
two find each other, and they still live together, Tuesday is on Luis side and they sleep together,
the are truth soulmates.Also Luis were fighting for his and all other US soldiers right to be
heard, og there experiences in the wars, to get there human rights, and it pay of, after many
many years.So Read this book, its a book that cut deep into ones live, I have read a lot of very
very god books about service dogs and how they help people with illness, and sometimes
illness we cannot se. And that is very bad, because if you can se: oh the person havent got a
arm or leg or something you can se, then they are sick, but those people were you cannot se
this things, then they are not sick, they are are like the others.So please read this fantastic,
amazing, and tender book about Luis and Tuesday, and there fight to have a normal life, so
normal as it can beJohn de la Bruyère VincentDenmark”



jay, “A Real Eye Opener. Ok, I was attracted to this book firstly by the cover of the book. I
doubt whether there is much more to say that hasn't already been said, but this book has been
a real eye opener.We have probably all heard of the expression PTSD but perhaps never given
it any more thought - but on reading this book of the daily struggle suffered by the author that
has certainly changed. You don't have to "like reading war books" - this book isn't just about
that, nor is it just about a dog, it is so much more and I would urge anyone to read it.My only
regret - wish I could it more than the 5 *'s”

Helen T Green, “Until Tuesday. Couldn't put this book down. The bond between the author and
his service dog,Tuesday, is amazing. As a war veteren, Luis struggled with day to day life when
he left the forces. His world was a dark place until Tuesday, a specially trained golden retriever
came into his life as his service dog. The story tells of some of the most amazing ways in
which Tuesday bonds with Luis and becomes not only his service dog, doing the jobs he's
trained to do, but also becomes his best friend and soul mate. A very honest and open true
story.”

Jenny, “Beautiful Tuesday. This is a totally inspiring and endearing story of an exceptionally
brave man and his beautiful Golden Retriever service dog ,Tuesday.Having been badly
damaged by war, Luis cut himself off from everyone, he thought his life was over, then
thankfully he met Tuesday who showed him that life was worth living.Thank god for Lou,the
service dog trainer who trained Tuesday and many like her, she has given so many disabled
people their lives back.A book to treasure.”

Jenny Lowen, “Reaches the heart.. Not the usual lovely dog story, this is an honest account of
a war veteran with bodily pain and PTSD, battling to survive daily life in New York. He is an
intelligent, gifted man with messages for society but desperate just to get through each day.
Until this smart dog Tuesday enters his life. A worthwhile read, especially if you like dogs! I
smiled, frowned and shivered while imagining the beautifully described scenes and emotions
on each page.”

The book by Luis Carlos Montalvan has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 2,795 people have provided
feedback.
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